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Press release from the Functional Neurological Disorders Society 
 
 

We have become aware of a very small number of high-profile social media videos suggesting major 
neurological complications following vaccination against COVID 19. Whilst we do not wish to 
comment specifically on any case, we would state, as general comment, that many of the clinical 
features reported and observed on video in some cases are those of functional neurological disorder 
(FND). FND can be diagnosed with good accuracy from videos on social media1,2, where they are often 
confused with other neurological conditions. 
 
In this context, functional neurological disorder is best understood as a disruption in the brain’s 
normal mechanisms for controlling the body. We know that FND is often triggered by a combination 
of abnormal physical and psychological experiences. We would expect FND to develop in some 
individuals after vaccination due to a combination of heightened stress owing to the pandemic, 
feelings of uncertainty about the vaccine and the normal transient physical symptoms, and 
discomfort after vaccination. If FND is not quickly detected and diagnosed with appropriate 
explanation and management, it can become a more prolonged condition. It is important that these 
conditions are recognized for what they are – in part so that the patient can be appropriately 
reassured and can, if necessary, access appropriate treatment, and to prevent a misleading 
impression of neurological complications of the vaccines. 
 
Serious neurological complications after vaccinations are well recognized although thankfully 
extremely rare. It is vital that, in the interests of public health, news outlets are aware of FND as a 
possible explanation for neurological symptoms after a vaccine, before rushing to report neurological 
side effects to a news hungry public who are understandably eager for information on vaccine safety. 
 
More information on functional neurological disorders can be found in references 3 and 4 
 
The Functional Neurological Disorder Society (www.fndsociety.org) is an international society of 
healthcare professionals and scientists who are dedicated to improving the diagnosis and treatment 
of patients with functional neurological disorder (FND). The society operates exclusively for scientific, 
scholarly and educational purposes. It aims to encourage and advance clinical and scientific research 
pertaining to functional neurological disorders, to provide forums, including International 
Congresses, online educational portals, medical journals and scientific symposia open to a 
multidisciplinary audience, and to increase awareness among healthcare professionals and the public 
about functional neurological disorders. 
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